Here we took several stimulus configurations that have the same numerosity progression but vary considerably in their nonnumerical visual features. We collected responses to these stimuli using ultra-high-field (7T) fMRI in a posterior parietal area that responds to changes in these stimuli. We first quantify the relationships between numerosity and several non-numerical visual features in each stimulus configuration. We then use population receptive field (pRF) modeling to quantify how well responses to each of these visual features predicts the observed responses to each stimulus configuration, and observed responses to all stimulus configurations together. We compare the predictive accuracy of responses to numerosity and to non-numerical visual features in explaining the observed responses. This provides the details of the analysis outcomes summarized in an accompanying article
a b s t r a c t
Here we took several stimulus configurations that have the same numerosity progression but vary considerably in their nonnumerical visual features. We collected responses to these stimuli using ultra-high-field (7T) fMRI in a posterior parietal area that responds to changes in these stimuli. We first quantify the relationships between numerosity and several non-numerical visual features in each stimulus configuration. We then use population receptive field (pRF) modeling to quantify how well responses to each of these visual features predicts the observed responses to each stimulus configuration, and observed responses to all stimulus configurations together. We compare the predictive accuracy of responses to numerosity and to non-numerical visual features in explaining the observed responses. This provides the details of the analysis outcomes summarized in an accompanying article (10.1016/j.neuroimage.2017.02.012, NIMG-16-1350 Functional MRI scanner outputs from several scanning sessions have been motion corrected and interpolated to common anatomical models for each subject. We examine data within a particular region of interest in the posterior parietal lobe that is thought to respond to a particular stimulus feature, numerosity.
Experimental features
We use population receptive field (pRF) neural response models to capture responses to stimuli that vary in numerosity. Changes in numerosity are inevitably accompanied by changes in non-numerical visual features. We compare outcomes of numerosity response models to outcomes of alternative models of responses these non-numerical visual features. Data source location
Utrecht, Netherlands
Data accessibility Analyzed data is displayed within the article. Source data is too large to practically distribute (4 100 GB) and is freely available on request from the authors.
Value of the data -Many studies of numerosity processing use the stimulus configurations examined here to demonstrate behavioral discriminability or neural responses to numerosity do not reflect responses to low-level visual features. -We quantify how low-level visual features change with numerosity in these stimulus configurations. -This allows researchers to see where behavioral and neural responses are consistent with responses to low-level visual features. -The presented fMRI analyses distinguish in detail between recent hypotheses of responses to numerosity or co-varying non-numerical visual features. -Data were acquired with ultra-high-field 7T fMRI, a technology unavailable to most researchers.
Data description
We took five stimulus configurations that are commonly used to investigate numerosity perception and neural responses to numerosity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These varied in non-numerical visual features, but had identical progressions of numerosity. We took fMRI responses to these stimuli from the human posterior parietal cortex [1, 2, 4] , which varied between stimulus configurations. For each stimulus configuration, we quantified how each visual feature changed with numerosity. We used the time course of visual feature progressions to predict the responses that would be expected if the fMRI recording sites were responding to these visual features, thus quantifying how well responses to each visual feature predicted the responses seen. We compared the predictive accuracy of these visual feature models with that of numerosity models. To clarify the patterns in the data that underlie the analysis outcomes, we provide textual descriptions for each visual feature to show how these patterns led to the observed outcomes.
Experimental design, materials and methods
A complete description of our methods is included in our recent article [2] . Here we summarize important details for interpreting the presented data. We collected ultra-high-field (7T) fMRI data from eight normal subjects while presenting several stimulus configurations that each varied in numerosity identically over time. Experiments were undertaken with the informed written consent of each subject. All experimental procedures were cleared by the ethics committee of University Medical Center Utrecht. Different stimulus configurations (Fig. 1 of [2] ) were designed to keep specific visual features (individual item size, total item area, or total item perimeter) constant across all numerosities, to group items more densely, or to use various shapes as items. For every stimulus configuration and numerosity, we quantified several visual features of the presented stimuli. This revealed how each visual feature changed over time in each stimulus configuration. The resulting time course of each visual feature allowed us to fit population receptive field (pRF) neural response models for each visual feature at each fMRI recording site (voxel) in a right posterior parietal area that responds to changes in these stimuli. For each visual feature, a forward model predicted neural responses at each stimulus time point depending on the displayed visual feature quantity. The neural response model described a Gaussian tuned response to the candidate visual feature, characterized by a preferred feature quantity (mean of the Gaussian distribution) and tuning width (standard deviation of the Gaussian). The overlap of the displayed visual feature quantity at each time point with this neural response model predicts the neuronal response time course. Convolving this with a hemodynamic response function (HRF), predicts the fMRI time course. FMRI time courses were predicted for a large range of preferred visual feature quantity and tuning width parameter combinations. For each recording site and each visual feature, the parameters were chosen from the prediction that best fit the data by minimizing the sum of squared errors (and so maximizing R 2 ) between the predicted and observed fMRI time courses. This R 2 quantified the amount of variance in each recording site's response that was explained by each neural response model for each visual feature ('variance explained'). We determined the distribution of variance explained by every neural response model in every stimulus configuration (configuration-specific models). As neural response functions are unlikely to change between stimulus configurations, we also constrained neural response models to use the same preferred visual feature quantity and tuning width parameters to predict responses to all stimulus configurations (constrained models). To determine whether neural tuning for a particular visual feature explained responses better than tuning for numerosity, we performed Wilcoxon signed rank tests, comparing the variance explained by the numerosity response models in each recording site to that explained by visual feature response models at the same site.
Data
3.1. Individual item area, individual item perimeter, total item area and total item perimeter
Responses to these features made identical predictions to responses to individual item luminance, individual item radius, and total item luminance and total item radius respectively. As the high density configuration used the same item sizes as the constant area configuration, some visual features had identical magnitudes in both these configurations. Similarly, items had a constant size across numerosities in the constant size and variable features configurations, so some visual features had very similar magnitudes in both these configurations.
Individual item area and perimeter models explained responses well only for the constant area, constant perimeter and high density stimulus configurations, where item size co-varied with numerosity (Fig. 1A-F perimeter configuration (Fig. 1A and D) did not predict responses as well as numerosity ( Fig. 1B and E) . Furthermore, different ranges of individual item area and perimeter in different stimulus configurations did not predict responses well in constrained models. Explained variance fell particularly in the constant perimeter stimulus configuration ( Fig. 1C and F) , which covered a different range from the other configurations ( Fig. 1A and D) . As individual item area and perimeter did not vary in the constant item size and variable features stimulus configurations, these visual feature models explained no variance here. Whether using configuration-specific ( Fig. 1B and E) or constrained ( Fig. 1C and F ) models, responses to individual item area or perimeter explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests: po10
in all cases). If only considering stimulus configurations where individual item area and perimeter varied with numerosity, responses to individual item area or perimeter still explained far less response variance than numerosity models did (po10 -11 in both cases).
Similarly, total item area models explained responses to the constant item size and variable features stimulus configurations well (Fig. 1H) . Total item area co-varied approximately linearly with numerosity in both configurations (Fig. 1G) , so changes in total item area followed changes in numerosity here. Total item area varied nonlinearly with numerosity in the constant perimeter stimulus configuration (Fig. 1G) , predicting responses less well than numerosity. Constrained response models explained little variance in the constant perimeter configuration (Fig. 1I ) because total item area and numerosity correlated negatively in this stimulus configuration, but positively in the constant item size and variable features configurations ( Table 1) . As total item area did not vary in the constant area and high density stimulus configurations, total item area models explained no variance here. Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 1H) or constrained (Fig. 1I) response models, the total item area model explained far less response variance than the numerosity model did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -16 in both cases). If only considering stimulus configurations where total item area varied with numerosity, total item area models still explained far less response variance than numerosity models did (po10
). As total item perimeter co-varied approximately linearly with numerosity in all except the constant perimeter condition (Fig. 1J) , configuration-specific total item perimeter models gave similar results to numerosity models in all of these conditions (Fig. 1K) . However, the relationship between numerosity and total item perimeter differed between these conditions, and constrained total item perimeter models predicted responses less well than constrained numerosity models did (Fig. 1L) . Critically, as total item perimeter did not vary in the constant perimeter stimulus configuration, these models explained no variance here. Responses to the constant perimeter configuration varied similarly to responses to other stimulus configurations. Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 1K) or constrained (Fig. 1L ) models, total item perimeter models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -20 in both cases).
Even if all responses to the constant perimeter configuration were excluded from these analyses, constrained total item perimeter models still explained significantly less response variance than constrained numerosity models did (p o10 6 ).
Convex hull perimeter and convex hull area
The convex hull is the smallest convex line that surrounds all items of the set. This can be visualized as a rubber band stretched around the set. We quantified the length of this line (convex hull perimeter), and the area within it (convex hull area). Both had similar relationships to numerosity, but neither was geometrically related to numerosity as both depend on random item placement.
Both convex hull perimeter and area typically increased with increasing numerosity, but followed complex nonlinear relationships in all stimulus configurations ( Fig. 2A and D, Table 2 ). Responses to these visual features predicted some response variance in every stimulus configuration, but always less than numerosity response models did ( Fig. 2B and E) . Convex hull perimeter and area were far lower in the high-density configuration than in other configurations ( Fig. 2A and D, Table 2 ), and constrained models predicted these responses particularly poorly (Fig. 2C and F) . Whether using configuration-specific ( Fig. 2B and E) or constrained ( Fig. 2C and F ) models, convex hull perimeter and (B and E) Convex hull extent models consistently predicted less response variance than numerosity models did, due to these nonlinear relationships. Over all stimulus configurations, numerosity models predicted responses far better than convex hull perimeter or area models did. (C and F) When all response models were constrained to use identical parameters to predict responses to all stimulus configurations, convex hull extent models predicted less response variance than separate models fit to individual stimulus configurations (shown in B and E) did, particularly for the high density stimulus configuration, where convex hull extents had very different ranges to the other stimulus configurations (Table 2) . area models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -16 in all cases).
Luminance density, edge density and numerical density
Because the total possible stimulus area was the same for all stimuli, luminance density, edge density and numerical density within the total stimulus area were proportional to total item area, total perimeter, and numerosity respectively. This yielded the same predictive accuracy in general Fig. 3 . Models of responses to luminance density, edge density and numerical density predicted less response variance than models of responses to numerosity did. (A, D and G) Densities varied nonlinearly with numerosity in all stimulus configurations. (B, E and H) Density models consistently explained less response variance than numerosity models, due to these nonlinear relationships. Over all stimulus configurations, numerosity models predicted responses far better than density models did. (C, F and I) When all response models were constrained to use identical parameters to predict responses to all stimulus configurations, these models predicted less response variance than separate models fit to individual stimulus configurations (shown in B, E and H) did.
linear models. Therefore, we quantified luminance density, edge density and numerical density within the convex hull.
Luminance density decreased monotonically but nonlinearly with increasing numerosity in the constant perimeter and high density stimulus configuration (Fig. 3A, Table 3 ). This nonlinearity predicted less response variance than numerosity models did (Fig. 3B) . For the other stimulus configurations, luminance density decreased rapidly with increasing numerosities up to three, then either decreased much more slowly, or increased, with increasing numerosity (Fig. 3A) . The luminance densities of these stimulus configurations predicted far less response variance in single stimulus configurations than their numerosities did (Fig. 3B) . Furthermore, luminance densities covered very different ranges between stimulus configurations (Table 3) , and constrained models fit to all stimulus configurations captured response variance poorly because responses did not follow the different resulting predictions (Fig. 3C) . Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 3B) or constrained (Fig. 3C) response models, luminance density models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (po 10 -16 in both cases).
Except in the constant perimeter configuration, edge density and numerical density decreased rapidly with increasing numerosities up to three, then either changed little, or increased slightly with increasing numerosity (Fig. 3D and G) . These non-linear progressions predicted little of the response variance in single stimulus configurations ( Fig. 3E and H) . In the constant perimeter configuration, edge density and numerical density co-varied approximately linearly with numerosity over most (or all) of the numerosity range ( Fig. 3D and G) . Therefore, edge density and numerical density models predicted response variance well for this stimulus configuration, though less well than numerosity models did ( Fig. 3E and H) . Both edge density and numerical density differed widely between stimulus configurations, and constrained models incorporating these differences predicted responses poorly ( Fig. 3F and I) . Uniquely, constrained edge density models predicted responses to the constant perimeter configuration better than constrained numerosity models did. Numerosity model parameters changed to capture variance in responses to other stimulus configurations, while edge density (E) Convex hull RMS contrast models consistently explained less response variance than numerosity models did, due to these nonlinear relationships. Over all stimulus configurations, numerosity models predicted responses far better than convex hull RMS contrast models did. (F) When all response models were constrained to use identical parameters to predict responses to all stimulus configurations, these models predicted far less response variance than separate models fit to individual stimulus configurations (shown in E), because convex hull RMS contrast co-varied with numerosity over different ranges in different stimulus configurations (Table 4) . models could capture little variance in other configurations so optimized their parameters for the constant perimeter configuration. Despite good prediction of responses to this single stimulus configuration, both edge density and numerical density models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations, whether using configuration-specific ( Fig. 3E and H) or constrained ( Fig. 3F and I) models (p o10 -16 in all cases).
Display RMS contrast and convex hull RMS contrast
Display RMS contrast summarizes the distribution of luminance intensities in the entire display area. Convex hull RMS contrast summarizes this distribution within the convex hull, which depended on the random placement of the items and reflected changes in convex hull area with numerosity.
Much like total item area, display RMS contrast models only explained responses to the constant item size, constant perimeter and variable features stimulus configurations, where display RMS contrast co-varied approximately linearly with numerosity ( Fig. 4A and B, Table 4 ). However, constrained response models explained little variance in the constant perimeter configuration because display RMS contrast and numerosity correlated negatively in this stimulus configuration, but positively in the constant item size and variable features stimulus configurations (Fig. 4C, Table 4 ). As display RMS contrast did not vary in the constant area and high density stimulus configurations, these models explained no variance here. Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 4B) or constrained ( Fig. 4C ) models, display RMS contrast models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -16 in both cases). If only considering stimulus configurations where display RMS contrast varied with numerosity, display RMS contrast models still explained far less response variance than numerosity models did (p o10 -16 ).
Convex hull RMS contrast followed a complex pattern of increases and decreases with changing numerosity in all stimulus configurations (Fig. 4D) . Convex hull RMS contrast models predicted responses to all stimulus configurations poorly, though better for the constant perimeter and high [8, 9] when items did not change size with numerosity, in the constant item size and variable features stimulus configurations. However, high spatial frequency contrast energy decreased with increasing numerosity in the constant perimeter stimulus configuration, and first decreased slightly then increased slightly with increasing numerosity in the remaining stimulus configurations. (B) In stimulus configurations where high spatial frequency contrast energy increased or decreased approximately linearly with numerosity, high spatial frequency contrast energy models predicted responses approximately as well as numerosity models did. Where high spatial frequency contrast energy varied nonlinearly with numerosity, high spatial frequency contrast energy models consistently predicted less response variance than numerosity models did. Over all stimulus configurations, numerosity models predicted responses far better than high spatial frequency contrast energy models. (C) When all response models were constrained to use identical parameters to predict responses to all stimulus configurations, these models predicted far less response variance than separate models fit to individual stimulus configurations (shown in B), because high spatial frequency contrast energy increased with numerosity in some stimulus configurations, and decreased with numerosity in others (Table 5) . density configurations (Fig. 4E) , where convex hull RMS contrast decreased approximately linearly with increasing numerosities above two (Fig. 4D ). The range of convex hull RMS contrast differed considerably between stimulus configurations (Table 4) , and these differences did not predict responses well in constrained models (Fig. 4F) . Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 4E) or constrained ( Fig. 4F ) models, convex hull RMS contrast models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -16 in both cases).
High spatial frequency contrast energy
Spatial frequency distributions can be described by many variables: we did not test all possible spatial frequency analyses here. We tested a specific analysis proposed by previous studies [8, 9] . This used the contrast energy at high spatial frequencies to perform numerosity discriminations. In those experiments, all items had the same size, like our constant item size configuration. The range of spatial frequencies involved depended on display parameters, and we used all spatial frequencies above 4 cycles/degree.
High spatial frequency contrast energy increased approximately linearly with numerosity in the constant item size stimulus configuration (Fig. 5A, Table 5 ), confirming previous results [8, 9] . High spatial frequency contrast energy models predicted responses to this stimulus configuration as well as numerosity models did (Fig. 5B) . As items also kept the same size for all numerosities in the variable features configuration, high spatial frequency contrast energy again increased approximately linearly with numerosity here (Fig. 5A) . Again, high spatial frequency contrast energy models predicted responses well (Fig. 5B) .
High spatial frequency contrast energy decreased with increasing numerosity in the constant perimeter configuration (Fig. 5A) . Models fit to this stimulus configuration alone also predicted responses well (Fig. 5B) . However, in the constant area and high-density stimulus configurations, high spatial frequency contrast energy increased and decreased across the numerosity range (Fig. 5A) . These changes predicted responses to these stimulus configurations poorly (Fig. 5B) .
High spatial frequency contrast energy increased with increasing numerosity in some stimulus configurations, decreased in others, and had a large range between stimulus configurations (Table 5 ). These differences are not reflected in responses to these stimulus configurations: constrained models predicted responses to all stimulus configurations poorly (Fig. 5F ). Indeed, high spatial frequency contrast energy only predicted responses slightly better than total item area or display RMS contrast, which had similar relationships to numerosity. Whether using configuration-specific (Fig. 5B) or constrained (Fig. 5C ) response models, high spatial frequency contrast energy models explained far less response variance than numerosity models did, when considered across all stimulus configurations (p o10 -16 in both cases). 
